It is clear, from studies we began on North American soft-shelled turtles in 1941, that the wide-ranging *Amyda spinifera* does not consist of two subspecies—as indicated by Stejneger and Barbour in 1939 and 1943 and explained by Stejneger in 1944—but of three. These are *spinifera spinifera* Le-Sueur of the Northeast, *spinifera aspera* (Agassiz) of the Southeast, and another race, indigenous to tributaries flowing into the Mississippi River from the west, that may be called

*Amyda spinifera hartwegi*, new subspecies¹

**Holotype.**—U.M.M.Z. No. 95365. An adult male; length of carapace, 168 mm.; collected at Wichita, Sedgwick County, Kansas, during the end of May, 1945, by Robert Young; and secured through the courtesy of Charles E. Burt. Young's field notes state: "The stream it was caught in runs through the southeast part of town and is called the Canal.

¹ Named for Dr. Norman E. Hartweg, of the Museum of Zoology, University of Michigan, who is one of the principal students of North American turtles.
It was formerly the old Chisolm Creek Bed and runs northwest and southeast and empties into the Big Arkansas River at the south side of Wichita." Two additional specimens of *hartwegi* (U.M.M.Z. Nos. 95363-64) and a specimen of *A. mutica* (U.M.M.Z. No. 95362) were collected at the same time and place as the type.


**Diagnosis.**—A soft-shelled turtle of the genus *Amyda* in which the carapace is marked with numerous dark spots or small ocelli (or both), such markings being the same size (or only slightly larger) in the center of the carapace as they are near its perimeter.

In the subspecies *spinifera*, ocelli are well developed, and those toward the center of the carapace are distinctly larger than the ones near the perimeter of the shell. In the subspecies *aspera*, there are also ocelli on the upper shell, but turtles of that race are characterized by the possession of two or more dark, usually interrupted, lines around the rear and lateral edges of the carapace. In both *spinifera* and *hartwegi* there is a single more or less continuous dark line paralleling the edge of the carapace. Also in *aspera*, the postocular and postlabial light lines usually meet on the side of the head; in the other two subspecies they do not normally meet.
As in the other members of the genus *Amyda*, the pattern in all these forms may be seen best in juvenile females and in males; in large females, which undergo a remarkable change in coloration and pattern as they grow older, the markings may be made out only with difficulty, if at all.

**Description of the Holotype.**—Carapace subovoid and nearly flat, widest just anterior to the hind legs; margin entire. Surface beset with a great number of small tubercles, so that the shell is as rough as coarse sandpaper. A row of short poorly developed spines projects forward and upward from the nuchal edge of the carapace. A slight vertebral ridge widens anteriorly and terminates in a flat, rounded protuberance; posteriorly, the ridge narrows and flattens, disappearing on the posterior third of the shell. Faint indications of the underlying bony structure may be seen along, and to either side of, the vertebral ridge. A small whitish scar at the perimeter of the shell directly above the right foreleg; a few other faint, chiefly transverse, scars on the posterior third of carapace. Total length, 168 mm.; greatest width, 136 mm.; greatest depth (carapace and plastron combined), 41 mm.

Plastron small, extending slightly farther forward than the carapace, but failing to cover the hind limbs and tail. Fore and hind lobes rounded. Surface smooth, except for numerous well-healed scars. Plastron rigidly fastened to the carapace; plastral plates not developed, but some sutures and other features of the underlying bony structure may be seen through the translucent skin. Total length, 127 mm.

Head moderately small, subconical in shape, and terminating in a long, pointed, and slightly flexible snout. Eyes only slightly protuberant; mandibles covered with fleshy lips, except at their anterior parts, where the horny beak of each jaw is exposed. Nostrils divided by a septum from which a narrow ridge, running back into the nasal passage, projects into each nostril.

Feet well webbed; five digits on each foot, but only the first three have claws. Skin smooth, except that each fore-
limb bears four elongated, forward-pointing scales on the anterodorsal surface of the wrist.

Tail stout, projecting well beyond the posterior margin of the carapace, and terminating in a short, soft point. Anus near the tip. Penis everted. Length of tail from anus to tip, 10 mm.; from posterior edge of plaston to tip; 77 mm.

COLORATION AND PATTERN.—In life: ground color of carapace, Sepia; slightly more reddish in the nuchal region. Carapace marked with numerous, chiefly rounded, Black spots and a few small ocelli; such markings are only slightly larger in the middorsal region than near the perimeter of the shell. Lateral and posterior margins of carapace, uniform Olive Citrine and separated from the ground color by a continuous row of Black dots and dashes that impart the appearance of a black line more or less paralleling the edge of the shell.

Ground color of underparts varying from uniform Pale Olive-Buff to Ivory Yellow, but showing several small patches of Reed Yellow around the edge of the carapace, particularly in the lateral parts. Perimeter of underside of carapace marked with numerous small Black or Slate Color spots. The bony patches that show through the skin are Light Celandine Green.

Top of head, Saccardo’s Olive changing to Buffy Citrine on the nape. A narrow Black line from each eye to the tip of the snout. Intraocular bar incomplete, represented by two short Black lines extending toward each other from near the anterior corners of the eyes. A band of Olive Lake, bordered above and below by a narrow, irregular Black line, begins on the posterior part of the snout, passes through the eye, and extends onto the neck. Another Black-bordered light band of Citrine Yellow begins at the underside of the tip of the snout and extends backward through the fleshy lips of both mandibles onto the neck. These two light bands fail to meet. Ground color of chin, Artemisia Green,

2Capitalized color names are those of Robert Ridgway’s Color Standards and Color Nomenclature (Washington, D. C.: Published by the Author, 1912).
marked with several irregular Slate Color spots. Neck, Dull Citrine, changing to Naphthalene Yellow where the skin meets the plastron; neck heavily marked with spots and lines of Slate Color, especially on the sides. Pupil of eye, Black; iris, Old Gold.

Ground color of forelimbs, Olive Citrine, changing to Old Gold on the outer (lateral) edge of the foot between the toes. There is a short, light streak of Old Gold along the inner (thumb) edge of the foot just anterior to the first scale. Forelimbs, both above and below, heavily marked with streaks and spots of Black and Slate Color. Ground color of hind limbs, Yellowish Citrine. Dorsal surface of hind limbs and soles of feet heavily marked with spots and streaks of Black. Claws, Olive Lake to Buffy Citrine.

Dorsal surface of tail, Saccardo's Olive. A light band of Citrine Yellow on each side of the tail, bordered above and below by an irregular Slate Color stripe.

As a result of preservation in alcohol the lighter colors, especially the yellows, have faded, and the hues in general, are now more somber than they were in life.

VARIATION.—The paratypes consist of seven males, seven females, and five juveniles in which sex was not determined. In four of the juveniles (lengths of shells, 44, 45, 52, and 72 mm.) the carapaces are more or less uniformly covered with small dark spots or tiny ocelli (or both). In the fifth juvenile (M.C.Z. No. 5758; length of shell, 57 mm.) the spotting is similar, except that on the anteromesial part of the carapace the markings are obscure, as is the case in numerous adults (especially females) in which ontogenetic changes may produce a dark, mottled pattern and bring about a darkening of the area directly above the vertebral column and the ribs.

In the smallest female (U.S.N.M. No. 100530; length of shell, 109 mm.) the markings are largely obliterated, although it is obvious that they originally consisted of small spots. In the next smallest female (U.M.M.Z. No. 95364; length of shell, 128 mm.) dots are prominent, but the juvenile pattern is starting to break up. In the remaining five specimens
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(lengths of shells, 143, 149, 187, 190, and 275 mm.) the original markings have largely disappeared, except for a few small dots along the sides and rears of the carapaces.

Among the males, dark spots and small ocelli are numerous on the carapaces. Such markings are uniformly present on all parts of the carapaces of four specimens (lengths of shells, 115, 121, 130, and 184 mm.), and some of the ocelli in each are as large as, or slightly larger than, the largest ones in the type. In another specimen (U.S.N.M. No. 123446; length of shell, 150 mm.) the ocelli tend to fade and change to streaks and spots. In the remaining two males (U.S.N.M. No. 100529 and U.S.N.M. No. 55683; lengths of shells, 170 and 160 mm., respectively) there are small ocelli toward the perimeter of the shells, but the anteromesial part of the carapaces is more or less uniformly dark, the underlying bony structure is readily apparent, and the original markings are obscure or absent.

Attention should be called to the fact that the method of preservation apparently has much to do with the extent to which the carapace darkens and the costals and vertebrae show through the skin. Many of the specimens that we have examined have been so "burned" and discolored, as a result of being preserved in too strong formalin, that details of both pattern and structure are obscure.

Specimens of hartwegi vary considerably in the amount of pigmentation in evidence on the ventral surface of the carapace. There apparently is no correlation with sex in this characteristic; some males as well as some females may have considerable dark spotting below, whereas others may have few or no spots. Among the paratypes, the juveniles have somewhat more ventral pigmentation than have the adults.

The postocular and the postlabial light stripes fail to meet on the sides of the head—at least in those turtles that have their heads far enough extruded from the shell so that the markings may be seen. Among the paratypes there is no indication of more than one narrow dark line bordering the perimeter of the carapace. In all adults tubercles are well
developed along the anterior edge of the carapace and, in most adults, on the dorsal surface of the shell as well. The tubercles are lacking or only slightly developed in the juveniles.

In the series of specimens of hartwegi (other than the paratypes) there is relatively little variation except for differences in sex and the normal changes that are associated with age. There are two individuals, however, that have large ocelli (or remnants of them) on their carapaces. One of these (U.N. No. 308) is an adult female from near McCook, Nebraska, with a shell about 175 mm. long, in which it is obvious that large ocelli once were present even though the original markings are largely obscured by the development of the mottled pattern that is normal among large females. In the other individual (U.S.N.M. No. 7648), an adult male from Fort Laramie, Wyoming, with a shell about 160 mm. long, the ocelli are as well developed as they are in typical specimens of spinifera. Whether these specimens indicate local variations or show evidences of characteristics that may appear occasionally in populations of hartwegi, or whether the locality data for them are incorrect (an unlikely possibility) can only be determined by the examination of more material. Sexual and age variation is so great that a true interpretation of the population in any given locality is only possible when a series of specimens is available for examination.

Range.—Nebraska, Kansas, and Oklahoma eastward toward the Mississippi River in southern Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, and Arkansas; northwest to Wyoming and Montana (see Map 1).

In addition to the types we identify the following turtles as hartwegi. They are listed by localities.


Iowa. Appanoose County: Chariton River, 4.3 miles north of Centerville (I.S.C. No. 1192). Decatur County: Thompson River (locally known as Grand River), 3.5 miles west-south-
MAP 1. Distribution of *Amyda spinifera hartwegi*. Solid circles indicate localities from which specimens have been examined; the type locality is designated by a solid star. The crosshatching delineates (1) the approximate area of intergradation between *hartwegi* and *spinifera* (based on material seen by the authors), and (2) the region in Louisiana, Mississippi, and Arkansas where there is an extremely complex population of soft-shelled turtles that exhibits characteristics of the three subspecies, *hartwegi*, *spinifera*, and *aspera*.

Localities for *Amyda spinifera spinifera* are indicated by hollow circles; the type locality for this race is designated by a hollow star.

Localities for *Amyda spinifera aspera* are indicated by triangles.


Oklahoma. Cleveland County: Norman (U.O.M.Z. No. 22973). Delaware County: Spavinaw (U.M.M.Z. No. 81476). Le Flore County: Wister (C.M. No. 3056a–g, seven specimens); one and one-half miles east of Zoe (U.O.M.Z. No. 16802). Osage County: Big Hominy Creek (U.M.M.Z. No. 89628). Rogers County: (U.M.M.Z. Nos. 81473–74); near Inola (U.M.M.Z. No. 81475); Verdigris River, five miles west of Claremore (U.O.M.Z. No. 7317). Texas County: (U.O.M.Z. No. 5005). Woods County: Waynoka (C.N.H.M. No. 11809); two and one-half miles west of Waynoka (U.O.M.Z. No. 9432);
one mile south of Waynoka (U.O.M.Z. No. 9579, Nos. 9581–82).

Wyoming, Goshen County: Platte River (M.C.Z. No. 29309); Fort Laramie (U.S.N.M. No. 7648). Weston County: Beaver Creek (U.M.M.Z. No. 78080).

The specimens from Wyoming and Montana are included provisionally. Much more material is needed from these and adjacent states before the status of the soft-shelled turtles of the upper Platte River and upper Missouri River basins can be settled. Eventually, it may be demonstrated that hartwegi extends southward into Louisiana. We have seen a few specimens from that state which are indistinguishable from hartwegi, but the population of soft-shelled turtles in the lower Mississippi River and its tributaries is so extremely variable that no single subspecific name may be assigned to individual specimens. Our studies indicate that at least three subspecies, spinifera, hartwegi, and aspera, intergrade with one another in that region.

INTERGRADATION. — *Amyda spinifera hartwegi* intergrades with *Amyda spinifera spinifera* over a wide area paralleling the Mississippi River. Population samples consisting of intermediates between the two subspecies have been seen from the vicinity of Minneapolis, Minnesota; Allamakee County, Iowa; Jackson County, Illinois; Reelfoot Lake, Tennessee; and Lawrence Country, Arkansas.

The manner in which intergradation takes place may be illustrated by summarizing the pattern characteristics exhibited by a series of thirty-two specimens collected in the Elkville City Reservoir, Elkville, Jackson County, Illinois, by Fred R. Cagle, M. Stanton, and W. Carlisle, in July, 1941. Among these there are eight large females in which the original pattern is completely obliterated. Among the others, fourteen are strongly marked with ocelli that are largest and most prominent toward the center of the shell; in this lot are nine males, one female, and four juveniles (sex not determined). All of these are indistinguishable from specimens of *spinifera* from eastern Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and other eastern states. Six additional male specimens have small
ocelli which are little larger toward the center of the carapace than they are near the perimeter of the shell. In the remaining four (a male, a subadult female, and two juveniles) the carapaces are marked with spots and very small ocelli (or both) that are more or less uniform in size irrespective of their positions on the shells. The dorsal patterns of the last ten turtles are within the range of variation of specimens of hartwegi from Kansas.

Other population samples from the intergrading region have similar mixtures of genetic factors, the characteristic markings of spinifera predominating in some and those of hartwegi predominating in others. There is considerable evidence to indicate that intergradation occurs over a fairly wide area, at least as far west as east central Iowa, east central Missouri, and central Arkansas. Occasional individuals from well west in these states show strong tendencies toward spinifera. Conversely, specimens with markings approaching those of hartwegi are found in western Wisconsin, central Illinois, and western Tennessee. It is obvious, however, from the material we have seen, that the characteristics of spinifera extend farther west of the Mississippi River than those of hartwegi extend east of the river. It will be impossible to delineate accurately the area of intergradation between spinifera and hartwegi until series of specimens from a great many additional localities are available for study. In the meantime we consider that all individuals from the area shown in crosshatching on Map 1 are members of intermediate populations.

We conclude that hartwegi intergrades with aspera through the interesting complex of soft-shelled turtles that inhabits the lower Mississippi Valley. The population from southeastern Arkansas, western Mississippi, and Louisiana exhibits characteristics of all three forms, spinifera, aspera, and hartwegi.

THE USE OF THE NAME Amyda

During the course of our studies upon American soft-shelled turtles we have had occasion to investigate the
controversial question concerning whether the proper generic name for these reptiles should be *Amyda* or *Trionyx*. The situation, in brief, may be summed up as follows:

Geoffroy, in 1809, first used the name *Trionyx*, assigning eight species to it. One of these he called *coromandelicus*, a form which subsequent authors have almost universally split from the main group, placing it in a monotypic genus. But there has been much difference of opinion as to whether *coromandelicus* or the other species should bear the name *Trionyx*.

Several British herpetologists (Gray, 1831 and 1844; Boulenger, 1889; Smith, 1930 and 1931) and the many followers of the catalogues of the British Museum are in agreement that the name *Trionyx* should not be applied to *coromandelicus*.

Conversely, numerous continental and American students of turtles (Oken, 1816; Wagler, 1830; Bonaparte, 1836; Fitzinger, 1843; Agassiz, 1857; Baur, 1893; Hay, 1903; Stejneger, 1905 and 1944) have considered that *Trionyx* properly belongs to the monotypic *coromandelicus* (=*granosa* of Schoepff, 1792). These authors have used various names for the other soft-shelled turtles, but *Amyda* appears frequently. Most contemporary American writers, following the conclusions of Stejneger (1905 and 1944), have employed *Amyda* for the North American forms and their congeneric allies in other parts of the world. Among them, however, Pope is perhaps the most conspicuous exception. He utilized *Trionyx* in his popular book on turtles (1939), although in his earlier monograph on Chinese reptiles (1935) he assigned members of the same genus to *Amyda*.

The basic contention hinges upon whether or not Geoffroy (1809a and b) actually selected a type for his genus *Trionyx*. Those who argue in favor of applying the name *Trionyx* to the majority of soft-shelled turtles claim that he did; those who favor *Amyda* claim that he did not. To settle the matter in our own minds we have re-examined all original sources and have again sifted the evidence. As a
result of these studies we feel that we are fully justified in using *Amyda*. Correspondence with one of our herpetological colleagues, who defends *Trionyx* with vigor, indicates that, in making this decision, we may run the risk of being branded as "name changers." *Amyda*, however, is so firmly entrenched in American nomenclatorial literature that it seems to us that the re-establishment, of *Trionyx* for the polytypic genus would constitute much more of a change. *Trionyx* properly belongs to the monotypic turtle (with two subspecies in India and one in Burma) for which Smith (1931, 154) recently proposed the new name *Lissemys*.

In instances where considerable controversy exists, one can have recourse solely to the letter of the law. To strengthen our conclusions and to lend to them the weight of authority, we have petitioned Francis Hemming, secretary of the International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature, for an interpretation of the questions involved, submitting to him the following information:

1. Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire (1809a) proposed the generic name *Trionyx* with the following species included: *coromandelicus, javanicus, carinatus, stellatus, aegyptiacus, subplanus, georgianus*, and *euphraticus*. None of these was designated as the type. In the synonymy of *javanicus* he listed "*Amyda javanica*, par M. Schweigger, dans un manuscrit communiqué a l'Institut."

2. Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire (1809b) in a more extensive, illustrated paper, described the genus *Trionyx* in detail and included the following species: *subplanus, aegyptiacus, stellatus, carinatus, javanicus, coromandelicus, georgicus*, and *euphraticus*. Here again he listed *Amyda javanica* as a synonym. In the body of the paper he made no mention of a type of *Trionyx*. He did, however, in the explanation of the plates, state: "Le trionyx d'Égypte, représenté planche I, vue en dessous et de côté, nous donnant une idée exacte du port et des caractères génériques des trionyx, nous sommes bornés, dans les planches suivantes, à faire figurer les seules
parties caractéristiques des autres espèces, telles que leurs carapaces en A, et leurs plastrons en B."

3. Oken (1816, 348) subdivided the plurispecific genus, placing *granosa* in the genus *Trionyx* and giving the others the generic name *Amyda*.

4. *Coromandelicus* (Geoffroy, 1809) is a synonym of *granosa* (Schoepff, 1792).

5. Fitzinger (1843, 30) selected *granosa* (=*coromandelicus*) as the type of *Trionyx*.

6. *Javanicus* (Geoffroy, 1809) is a synonym of *cartilaginea* (Boddaert, 1770).

7. *Cartilaginus* is congeneric with *egyptiacus*.

8. *Coromandelicus* (=*granosa*) is not congeneric with *cartilaginea* and *egyptiacus*.

Under date of December 29, 1946, Hemming replied in part as follows:

*Amyda* (Schweigger MS.) Geoffroy, July, 1809

I agree with you in considering that without doubt *Trionyx javanicus* Geoffroy, July, 1809, is the type of this genus by monotypy.

*Trionyx* Geoffroy, 1809

Before considering in detail the position as regards this genus I should like, if I may, to refer to two general points which have a direct bearing upon it:

(1) The International Code of Zoological Nomenclature lays down various rules (in Article 30) by which the types of genera are to be determined. The rules in this Article operate successively and it is necessary to run through each rule one after the other to determine in any given case which rule is applicable. In the case of *Trionyx* none of the first six rules (Rules (a) to (f)) are applicable. The next (and last) rule (Rule (g)) does, however, apply to this name. This rule ("the type by subsequent designation") expressly states that "The meaning of the expression *select the type* is to be rigidly construed: Mention of a species as an illustration or example of a genus does not constitute a selection of a type."

(2) Article 30 of the Code contains no provision of a mandatory kind giving valid force to the so-called principle of restriction. That principle is referred to in that Article among the "Recommendations" which it is there stated "authors will do well to govern themselves by" in selecting the types of genera under Rule (g). Authors are not
bound to follow these recommendations and there is accordingly no ground for arguing that the type of such and such a genus is fixed [by] restriction. Nor is Opinion 6 applicable to a case such as Trionyx, for that Opinion applies only to the very limited class of case where a genus was originally established with only two included species, neither of which was designated as the type, and where later one of those species was made the type of a new genus.

Turning to the case of Trionyx, we find:

(a) that the statement by Geoffroy in his August, 1809, paper in regard to the ‘‘Trionyx d’Egypte’’ cannot be regarded as a definite selection of that species as the type of Trionyx within the meaning of Rule (g) in Article 30 of the Code (see 1 above);

(b) that in view of (a) above, it is clear that no type was selected by Geoffroy for this genus in his 1809 paper;

(c) that Oken (1816) did not designate a type for Trionyx within the meaning of Article 30, since that article contains no mandatory provision enforcing the principle of ‘‘restriction’’ (see 2 above);

(d) that (according to the information given in your letter) Fitzinger (1843) did fix a type for Trionyx, the species which he so selected being T. granosus (= coromandelicus);

(e) that, in view of (d) above, T. granosus (= coromandelicus) is the validly-fixed type of the genus Trionyx Geoffroy, 1809;

Turning from nomenclatorial to systematic questions, I note that, in your view, T. coromandelicus Geoffroy, 1809, is identical with ‘‘granosa Schoepff, 1792.’’ I further note that you consider on taxonomic grounds that coromandelicus (= granosa) and javanicus are not congeneric. This being so, as the names Amyda and Trionyx are both available nomenclatorially, the former can properly be used for javanicus and the latter for coromandelicus.

Hemming has subsequently advised us that, at our request, he is submitting the case to the International Commission for consideration ‘‘with a view to the issue by the Commission of an Opinion thereon as soon as possible.’’

Detailed arguments for the use of Amyda are summarized in Stejneger’s posthumous paper (1944). For the sake of future investigators we must point out several unfortunate errors in this work, which may or may not have been committed by the author. The manuscript was incomplete at the time of his death, and he did not see proofs. On page 7 the statement is made that Fitzinger (1843: 30) selected T. coromandelicus Geoffroy as the type of the genus Trionyx.
Fitzinger (1843: 30) placed *T. granosus* Schweigger and no other species in that genus; he did not mention *coromandelicus*. However, since the two are universally considered to be synonyms, this matter has no bearing upon the main argument for the proper name for the American soft-shelled turtles. On page 6, line 7, the date for Baur’s paper should be 1893, instead of 1898, and the date for Hay’s paper should be 1903, instead of 1904; in the same line Agassiz’s name was omitted before the 1857 date, and footnote 2 on this page refers to a paper by Agassiz and not one by Bonaparte.

Smith (1947) has recently commented upon the validity of *Amyda* as opposed to *Trionyx*.

In view of the above and based upon our own studies of the problem, we believe that *Amyda* should be used as the generic name for North American soft-shelled turtles until such time as they are shown to be separable on zoological grounds from *javanicus* (Geoffroy, 1809) and its congeners.
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PLATE I

Holotype of *Amyda spinifera hartwedi*; Wichita, Sedgwick County, Kansas; male, U.M.M.Z. No. 95365. The dorsal markings are small and are but little larger toward the center of the carapace than near the perimeter of the shell.

Drawn by Edmond Malnate.
PLATE II

Topotype of *Amyda spinifera spinifera*; near New Harmony, Posey County, Indiana; male, M.C.Z. No. 1615. The ocelli near the center of the carapace are large.

Drawn by Edmond Malnate.